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Introduction
The concept of compressed sensing refers to recovering

the original image by obtaining minimal values and a

sensing matrix; the math formula is:
Y=A∙x                    (1)

Fig.3. Compressed Sensing Mathematics.

The theory of compressed sensing [2] puts limitations on

“A” and “x” in the equation so it gives a unique solution. A

unique solution can be obtained through the imaging

algorithm below:
min∥ x ∥1 subject to (1)    (2)

Abstract
Terahertz radiation refers to electromagnetic waves within the 0.1-10THz band; due to highly penetrative and

non-invasive features, the terahertz spectrum passing through a substance contains an abundance of physical

and chemical information that is significant for exploring material structures. Owing to these features, terahertz

radiation has drawn the attention of many fields, including remote survey, non-destructive medicine inspection,

and penetrative imaging. Especially terahertz penetrative imaging has received much attention, because of its

capability to detect information that other bands cannot cover.

In the process of my research, I completed the very first high-speed terahertz sensing imaging system in

Taiwan. I used a digital micromirror device (DMD) with a maximum frame rate of 17,000 FPS and a

germanium chip to realize the high-speed spatial filter (THz-SLMs). In addition, based on this system, I

introduced the concept of gray-scale sampling into a sensing matrix and realized this concept using a DMD.

Since this concept essentially eliminated sampling limitations, I published the results in IEEE Conference

Journal [1] (IRMMW-THz, the foremost forum in the THz/μM realm) as the first author.

Method

Fig. 4. Design drawing of the THz compressed sensing imaging system.

Based on (1), a THz beam is projected onto a spatial filter and object, and then focused onto

the receiver to complete a test.

Result
Selecting the sensing matrix: a Bernoulli 

matrix is selected for a more precise image 

resolution.

Fig. 5. Comparison of imaging capabilities 

of sensing matrices.

(a) Original graph to be tested. (b) Simulation

image using a random distribution matrix as the

sensing matrix at a 50% value acquisition rate.

(c) Simulation image using a random Bernoulli

distribution matrix as the sensing matrix at 50%

value acquisition rate. (d) Comparison of imaging

capabilities between the uniform random

distribution matrix and the random Bernoulli

distribution matrix at different value acquisition

rates, where SSIM and MSE assessment indices

are used as the scoring standard (the portion

marked with the black dotted line indicates a

capability comparison at a 50% value acquisition

rate, as shown in (b) and (c)).

Result
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Fig. 6. Terahertz compressed sensing imaging system.

(a) Light path setup of the terahertz compressed sensing imaging system (b) IR speckles and THz

speckles on the Ge chip, where IR and THz speckles are aligned to the same position. (c) THz 4f system

configuration, for respectively setting parallel AB and CD beam paths. (d) Knife-edge test results of parallel

beam paths at different positions. Current system speckle XY-plane position error is less than 0.2mm.

Result
(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 7. Image recovered by THz Compressed 

Sensing Imaging System.

(a) Bar-shaped object under test. (b) 

Recovered image of the bar-shaped 

object. (c) Cross-shaped object under 

test. (d) Recovered image of the 

cross-shaped object.

I selected copper tape as test object.

The reason is that THz light is highly

penetrative for most substances, but

metal can fully reflect electromagnetic

waves and not let it pass; it’s the first

choice for a testing object. I

respectively used a 1D pattern ((a), a

bar) and a 2D pattern ((c), a cross) to

test the system. The illustrations show

that the system can successfully

produce 1D (b) and 2D (d) graphs.

The recovered images show that

there the images will have an inclined

angle, the reason being that the DMD

needs to have a 45-degree inclination

to reflect a laser beam of the same

height; this is why the reflected laser

beam is structured at a 45-degree

inclination and the resulting image

has the same inclination.
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